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Abstract 
This paper provides a concept study for a visual interface framework together with the software Sequence Planner for 
implementation on a complex industrial process for extracting process information in an efficient way and how to make use of a 
lot of data to visualize it in a standardized human machine interface for different user perspectives. The concept is tested and 
validated on a smaller simulation of a paint booth with several interconnected and supporting control systems to prove the 
functionality and usefulness in this kind of production system.  
 
The paper presents the resulting five abstraction levels in the framework concept, from a production top view down to the signal 
exchange between the different resources in one production cell, together with additional features. The simulation proves the setup 
with Sequence Planner and the visual interface to work by extract and present process data from a running sequence. 
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connected to a virtual cloud where information and process data are uploaded and more easily accessed for a broader 
use of additional analysis tools and applications [1], [2]. 
This predicted industrial revolution puts high demands on the component manufacturers and vendors to meet the 
requirement on functionality to communicate to the cloud applications in a common, standardized language [3]. 
With more advanced functions, the complexity will increase when more difficult tasks need to be solved and with 
an increasingly number of units that send even more information to the cloud [4]. The main challenge will then be to 
solve how all this process data should be used to improve the production rate and the overall performance, but also 
how it should be visualized for operators, technicians and management to understand what is happening during the 
daily production [5].  
The paint process in an automotive industry is a vital part for achieving the right product quality [6]. It is also a 
difficult process to follow and control, due to a lot of interconnected and supporting control systems which is necessary 
to carry out the complex task of achieving a high paint quality for the final product in a highly sensitive work 
environment [7].  
Figure 1a shows a brief overview of a paint shop at Volvo Cars in Torslanda, Sweden, starting from the surface 
pre-treatment area with phosphate and electrolyte bath followed by sealing before the first primer color station. The 
actual color of the car is applied in the basecoat and preserved in the clearcoat. Each of the application areas has a 
subsequently oven or dryer for the best result and product quality. 
 
Fig. 1. (a) A simplified flowchart of a paint shop, where all white car bodies follow through the different stations in the process line starting; (b) 
An illustration of the complex dynamics in a clearcoat station with the interconnected systems that are dependent on each other. 
The complexity in a paint shop is primarily the number of different systems that interact in or of many different 
stations, where several components are included such as spray paint application robots, transport systems, media 
systems for paint and solvent, process air, ovens and waste handling [8], which all controls different equipment with 
discrete and dynamic parameters to complete the task. An illustration of this is shown in Figure 1b. 
Virtual production preparation and commissioning approaches of these complex systems has not yet been invested 
in. The main reason is that the complexity makes it hard and time consuming to model all different dependencies 
between systems [8].  
Virtual commissioning (VC) is a concept concerning the visualization and modeling of production systems in 3D 
environments for validating PLC code, operation sequences and construction to name a few [9], [10]. This method can 
save a lot of time and money since it reduces the physical commissioning time [11], but with even more complex 
production system, modeling becomes even tougher and more time consuming due to the level of parameters and 
several interconnected systems [12].  
This paper presents a concept for modeling and visualization of several dependent and independent control systems 
working simultaneously in a complex paint booth process. It is shown how the framework concept has been tested on 
a smaller simulated model of the paint booth using the software Sequence Planner to simulate and collect information 
which is visualized in the framework to prove its functionality in a complex environment. The framework results in 
five abstraction levels with visual interfaces for different user of interest and a how it can be implemented on a physical 
system. 
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connected to a virtual cloud where information and process data are uploaded and more easily accessed for a broader 
use of additional analysis tools and applications [1], [2]. 
This predicted industrial revolution puts high demands on the component manufacturers and vendors to meet the 
requirement on functionality to communicate to the cloud applications in a common, standardized language [3]. 
With more advanced functions, the complexity will increase when more difficult tasks need to be solved and with 
an increasingly number of units that send even more information to the cloud [4]. The main challenge will then be to 
solve how all this process data should be used to improve the production rate and the overall performance, but also 
how it should be visualized for operators, technicians and management to understand what is happening during the 
daily production [5].  
The paint process in an automotive industry is a vital part for achieving the right product quality [6]. It is also a 
difficult process to follow and control, due to a lot of interconnected and supporting control systems which is necessary 
to carry out the complex task of achieving a high paint quality for the final product in a highly sensitive work 
environment [7].  
Figure 1a shows a brief overview of a paint shop at Volvo Cars in Torslanda, Sweden, starting from the surface 
pre-treatment area with phosphate and electrolyte bath followed by sealing before the first primer color station. The 
actual color of the car is applied in the basecoat and preserved in the clearcoat. Each of the application areas has a 
subsequently oven or dryer for the best result and product quality. 
 
Fig. 1. (a) A simplified flowchart of a paint shop, where all white car bodies follow through the different stations in the process line starting; (b) 
An illustration of the complex dynamics in a clearcoat station with the interconnected systems that are dependent on each other. 
The complexity in a paint shop is primarily the number of different systems that interact in or of many different 
stations, where several components are included such as spray paint application robots, transport systems, media 
systems for paint and solvent, process air, ovens and waste handling [8], which all controls different equipment with 
discrete and dynamic parameters to complete the task. An illustration of this is shown in Figure 1b. 
Virtual production preparation and commissioning approaches of these complex systems has not yet been invested 
in. The main reason is that the complexity makes it hard and time consuming to model all different dependencies 
between systems [8].  
Virtual commissioning (VC) is a concept concerning the visualization and modeling of production systems in 3D 
environments for validating PLC code, operation sequences and construction to name a few [9], [10]. This method can 
save a lot of time and money since it reduces the physical commissioning time [11], but with even more complex 
production system, modeling becomes even tougher and more time consuming due to the level of parameters and 
several interconnected systems [12].  
This paper presents a concept for modeling and visualization of several dependent and independent control systems 
working simultaneously in a complex paint booth process. It is shown how the framework concept has been tested on 
a smaller simulated model of the paint booth using the software Sequence Planner to simulate and collect information 
which is visualized in the framework to prove its functionality in a complex environment. The framework results in 
five abstraction levels with visual interfaces for different user of interest and a how it can be implemented on a physical 
system. 
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2. Preliminaries 
In the following section, a brief background of the paint process is described as well as the theory behind modeling 
and simulation of complex dynamic used in this paper. 
2.1. The complexity in a paint shop 
The paint application procedure in an automotive industry is a sensitive process that aims to achieve the right 
product quality and at the same time reduce process cycle time and material waste [6], [13]. A paint plant consists of 
several different treatment station in a specific order, as seen in Figure 1a, and every station has its own dependencies 
with different supporting and interconnecting systems to carry out the complex task [7]. 
The complexity in a paint shop is primarily the number of different systems that interact in one station, e.g. the 
paint booth, where the color is applied on the car body. One of the paint booths station, exterior clearcoat, as illustrated 
in Figure 1b, has several components included such as spray paint application robots provided with integrated paint 
and solvent media system and a conveyor system to transport the car body through the booth. 
To get the right environmental working condition for the paint, process air is circulated in the booth, controlling 
both temperature and humidity [14]. To handle the waste from the spray paint system, water curtains is sweeping 
under the robots to collect paint particles and separate it from the water in another supporting system. The water will 
on the other hand interfere with temperature and humidity in the booth which the air supply system needs to 
compensate for. 
The clearcoat station is designed as a tunnel, sealed from the operators, to reduce dirt to get in and cause quality 
issues. A conveyor system transports all the car bodies through the tunnel which will communicate to several stations 
to make the performance time efficient and safe. 
At the end of the paint booth is an oven to make the wet paint to dry faster, but the working temperature of 300℃ 
from the oven will also affect the booth temperature and make the air supply system to compensate even more [8]. 
Due to all interfering and interconnected systems with a mixed of discrete and dynamic constraints, the level of 
complexity is much higher in a paint process industry than in a manufacturing production industry or an assembly line 
[7]. When investing in complete solution from supplier, or by partially upgrade or exchange the equipment, a complex 
paint plant can be a tough challenge for implementations as processes and surrounding systems are highly integrated 
with each other and with a lot of dependencies between the interconnected systems. A plant is therefore created to 
have a life span of 20-30 years, which then implies a major investment for the company [15].  
It is of highest interest and importance for a company to make detailed requirements specifications to have an 
implementation standard for minor future changes or upgrades of different systems since it will be a lot of requirements 
to fit the highly integrated process. 
2.2. Extraction of process data and utilization of information 
The technical development after the industrial revolution, Industry 4.0 and Internet of things, advanced 
digitalization within factories and more future-oriented technologies in the smart factory concept [16] has created a 
paradigm shift in industrial production [17]. Future production systems, or cyber-physical system, aims to where all 
equipment is connected and online for gathering knowledge of a process with all information and data accessible in a 
virtual cloud architecture [18], [19]. 
The concept of collecting information for discrete event operations with continuous dynamics in low-level control 
systems (PLC) has been tested for applying high-level knowledge for more flexible systems for optimization and 
decision-making in a standardized architecture [20], [21].  
With a big data environment, process information can be analyzed at any time and information about the production 
progress can be more intuitive. Instead of only statistical assumption used for preventive maintenance, algorithms 
using high-level knowledge for predictive maintenance can be applied for better error prediction or production 
efficiency as in [22]. 
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To make the knowledge from a virtual cloud of process information even more intuitive, systems and production 
equipment can make use of visual interfaces for operators or management, also known as HMI (Human Machine 
Interface) [23]. 
2.3. Modeling and simulation of complex dynamics 
With modern technology and global growth in the automation industry, different applications for modeling and 
visualization of a complex production systems has been made with different focus and in several different way. 
In order to design and improve these complex systems, it may be advantageous to use theoretical models for testing 
and analysis in simulation to see how the system behaves. A formal approach in control systems is highly useful due 
to verification and validation procedures which includes static and dynamic properties [24], [25]. 
Sequence Planner (SP), is a modeling and analysis tool of operation sequences, developed with functional 
programming and can be used as a high-level control system by listening to input from formal representations of 
product properties and process operations. The obtained information can then be translated into a formal graphical 
language for sequences of operations to control and analyze extracted data and gives support for additional 
applications and features as optimization [25] or scheduling of discrete events [26]. 
2.4. Virtual preparation and commissioning of production systems 
Virtual commissioning (VC) is a concept concerning the visualization, programming and validation of a production 
system in a virtual environment. This is either used as a preparational step for the construction of new manufacturing 
plants to reduce the physical commissioning time, or to make changes in an existing production cell [9], [10]. 
With simulation software together with 3D-CAD drawings, models applied with dynamic properties is created and 
connected in a hardware or software-in-loop configuration with a PLC, where the actual control logic can be tested 
for a that specific production system [27]. 
The model is shown in 3D which gives an extra dimension of understanding on how a system operates and with 
the addition to modern virtual reality equipment even give a more realistic and hands on experience of the virtual 
model [28]. 
VC can save a lot of time and money since it reduces the actual commissioning even if modeling can be time 
consuming with higher level of details [11]. A VC approach can for more complex solutions with several 
interconnected system and applications be hard to realize in a simulation due to very type-specific equipment, e.g. 
supplier interfaces or vision cameras [12]. 
3. Experimental setup 
This section will present the hardware setup and software configuration used for this simulation example. 
3.1.  The Control Tower Hierarchy 
Sequence Planner (SP), is a tool for modeling and analysis of operation sequences and can be used for high-level 
control or as a detailed scheduling system. 
The advantages of SP as a control system are: 
• Mathematically guarantee of functional and safety requirements using formal methods 
• Optimization of operation sequences 
• Flexible control structures of operation sequences instead of hard coded sequences 
• Autonomous and collaborative systems control 
• Handling variability of products and operations 
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To make the knowledge from a virtual cloud of process information even more intuitive, systems and production 
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visualization of a complex production systems has been made with different focus and in several different way. 
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connected in a hardware or software-in-loop configuration with a PLC, where the actual control logic can be tested 
for a that specific production system [27]. 
The model is shown in 3D which gives an extra dimension of understanding on how a system operates and with 
the addition to modern virtual reality equipment even give a more realistic and hands on experience of the virtual 
model [28]. 
VC can save a lot of time and money since it reduces the actual commissioning even if modeling can be time 
consuming with higher level of details [11]. A VC approach can for more complex solutions with several 
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The control solution in SP is divided into two main parts. One that handles the low-level control, called the Virtual 
Device (VD) and one that is handling the operations. By using formal methods, resources are defined in order to 
imitate the properties of each specific equipment it will listen to, e.g. a robot, conveyor or pump motor.  
A VD can then join multiple resources and their abilities into one logical entity that manages the communication 
in the driver segment to connect to the rest of SP which will act as a simulation, where the VD’s driver segment listens 
to a Scala script imitating physical entities to describe the dynamic behavior of the paint booth different resources. 
The three layers of a VD together with some of the features in SP’s control hierarchy is shown in Figure 2a as a 
part of the complete setup for this example. 
 
Fig. 2. (a) An illustration of how the experimental setup is using Sequence Planner and the developed HMI connected to the virtual service bus; 
(b) A simplified illustration of the main components in the constructed concept model. 
3.2.  Human machine interface using WinCC 
The visual interface is created in WinCC Runtime Advance, integrated in Siemens TIA-Portal V13 for PLC 
applications which is commonly used in industries globally. A simulated PLC is implemented to the HMI project 
using S7-PLCSim V13 to handle the visual HMI-logic and do not interfere with the logic from the simulation. In 
addition, the PLC read and log information and events in the running simulation in SP through the HMI for analysis 
purpose. 
By using WinCC, a complete functional OPC UA server is configured at the work station computer to have a 
standardized signal exchange between the visual interface and a running process in SP. OPC UA is an established 
technique with a standardized protocol to transmit signals between different clients over Ethernet. SP has already 
support for OPC UA communication as a client using the same protocol. 
3.3.  Complete setup of the simulated model with human machine interface 
For the complete setup, seen in Figure 2a, the hierarchy in SP to construct a simplified model of a paint booth with 
additional physics dynamics to run the simulation. The communication solution is implemented with SP as an OPC 
UA client.  
The developed human machine interface in WinCC is configured with a fully functional OPC UA server to be able 
to show and illustrate the extracted information and events occurring in the simulation as a proof of concept for 
visualizing complex process sequences. 
4. The simulated concept model with running visual framework 
This section will describe how the concept model is constructed using the setup described in Section 3 and how the 
human machine interface is designed to make use of the data in order to visualize the running simulated process. 
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4.1.  Defined resources and properties 
The concept model, see Figure 2b, is simplified and reduced in size compared with the process in Figure 1b. The 
concept model will focus on the signal exchange and data extraction from the model framework in SP and not the 
complexity of each different resources. The modeled paint booth in Figure 2b, contains; 1 conveyor for transport of 
car bodies; 4 spray paint robots; 4 paint media supply pumps; 10 white car bodies in a buffer. 
 All components have properties as sensors, length/size and physical placement. The car bodies are not defined as 
resources but instead modelled as dynamic variables for keeping track of the product data for each car with additional 
information as body type and color code. 
 A resource has drivers that listens to simulated dynamic variables, e.g. pressure (bar) for the media pumps. Time 
perception is also defined and specified for all resources that operate under certain time frames, since time often is not 
included in event-based modeling. This is also the case for SP since SP normally uses drivers to connect to actual 
sensors from a physical system in real-time. 
 The different resources are defined with abilities in the Ability segment in VD as; Robot: program number (int), 
home position, start, stop; Conveyor: start, stop, zones (int), presence sensors; Pumps: pressure sensor (bar), start, 
stop. 
 The abilities include specific functionality as programs, modes and operations. The robots have several time 
dependent programs, while the conveyor has a fixed velocity and the pumps has two modes; pressurize and 
depressurize. 
4.2.  Running sequences and plant definition 
Sequence Planner connects the resources and creates operations, based on the abilities each resource has, in order 
to generate a sequence flowchart for the paint booth. The different operations constructed by SP are; call_newbody, 
start_robotprog, start_conveyor, stop_conveyor, start_pressurize and stop_pressurize. 
The intentional sequence for the paint booth, based on the operation listed above, will by pressing a start button in 
the visual interface, initiate call_body and start_conveyor to send a car body to the first presence sensor. When the 
sensor detects a positive edge, the media supply pumps will activate and start pressurizing. 
After the pressure sensor reaches 15 bar and the car body has proceed in to the painting zone in the booth, the 
robots run the right color code program for 10 seconds. When completed, the pumps start depressurizing back to 0 
bar. After the body has left the booth and triggered the last presence sensor at the conveyor, the sequence repeats itself 
by calling for a new body. This is done for all 10 bodies before the buffer is empty and the conveyor stops. 
The defined resources with their abilities and drivers are coded into Scala-scripts, compiled in SBT, a build in Scala 
compiler for Windows through the command prompt (cmd). The information in the “Ability” segment in VD is 
extracted by SP’s supporting browser widgets “ModelsWidget”, “VDTracker” and “Ability Handler” to show which 
operation is currently executing.  
The command prompt is used to monitor all data collected like a virtual event pipeline or bus. The PLC is used for 
logging and analysing this sequence data going through the HMI to show how the event pipeline can be of used for 
external applications. 
4.3.  Applying a visual framework concept in simulation 
The information from the running simulation is now reachable for other clients on the shared event pipeline. To 
make it visual and easy to comprehend, a constructed visual framework is applied, consisting of different abstraction 
levels, 4 visual interfaces and 1 non-visual. 
The abstraction levels in the framework, illustrated in Figure 3a, starts from a top view with complete overview of 
the whole paint shop, followed by the different line views to group geographically connected systems. A line area 
contains several operations, or cells, which shows the booth operation for this example, followed by each of one cell 
resources. The fundamental signal exchange between all resources on the virtual event bus is represented as the bit 
view. Each abstraction level has an intentional user to show suitable information. 
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The control solution in SP is divided into two main parts. One that handles the low-level control, called the Virtual 
Device (VD) and one that is handling the operations. By using formal methods, resources are defined in order to 
imitate the properties of each specific equipment it will listen to, e.g. a robot, conveyor or pump motor.  
A VD can then join multiple resources and their abilities into one logical entity that manages the communication 
in the driver segment to connect to the rest of SP which will act as a simulation, where the VD’s driver segment listens 
to a Scala script imitating physical entities to describe the dynamic behavior of the paint booth different resources. 
The three layers of a VD together with some of the features in SP’s control hierarchy is shown in Figure 2a as a 
part of the complete setup for this example. 
 
Fig. 2. (a) An illustration of how the experimental setup is using Sequence Planner and the developed HMI connected to the virtual service bus; 
(b) A simplified illustration of the main components in the constructed concept model. 
3.2.  Human machine interface using WinCC 
The visual interface is created in WinCC Runtime Advance, integrated in Siemens TIA-Portal V13 for PLC 
applications which is commonly used in industries globally. A simulated PLC is implemented to the HMI project 
using S7-PLCSim V13 to handle the visual HMI-logic and do not interfere with the logic from the simulation. In 
addition, the PLC read and log information and events in the running simulation in SP through the HMI for analysis 
purpose. 
By using WinCC, a complete functional OPC UA server is configured at the work station computer to have a 
standardized signal exchange between the visual interface and a running process in SP. OPC UA is an established 
technique with a standardized protocol to transmit signals between different clients over Ethernet. SP has already 
support for OPC UA communication as a client using the same protocol. 
3.3.  Complete setup of the simulated model with human machine interface 
For the complete setup, seen in Figure 2a, the hierarchy in SP to construct a simplified model of a paint booth with 
additional physics dynamics to run the simulation. The communication solution is implemented with SP as an OPC 
UA client.  
The developed human machine interface in WinCC is configured with a fully functional OPC UA server to be able 
to show and illustrate the extracted information and events occurring in the simulation as a proof of concept for 
visualizing complex process sequences. 
4. The simulated concept model with running visual framework 
This section will describe how the concept model is constructed using the setup described in Section 3 and how the 
human machine interface is designed to make use of the data in order to visualize the running simulated process. 
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4.1.  Defined resources and properties 
The concept model, see Figure 2b, is simplified and reduced in size compared with the process in Figure 1b. The 
concept model will focus on the signal exchange and data extraction from the model framework in SP and not the 
complexity of each different resources. The modeled paint booth in Figure 2b, contains; 1 conveyor for transport of 
car bodies; 4 spray paint robots; 4 paint media supply pumps; 10 white car bodies in a buffer. 
 All components have properties as sensors, length/size and physical placement. The car bodies are not defined as 
resources but instead modelled as dynamic variables for keeping track of the product data for each car with additional 
information as body type and color code. 
 A resource has drivers that listens to simulated dynamic variables, e.g. pressure (bar) for the media pumps. Time 
perception is also defined and specified for all resources that operate under certain time frames, since time often is not 
included in event-based modeling. This is also the case for SP since SP normally uses drivers to connect to actual 
sensors from a physical system in real-time. 
 The different resources are defined with abilities in the Ability segment in VD as; Robot: program number (int), 
home position, start, stop; Conveyor: start, stop, zones (int), presence sensors; Pumps: pressure sensor (bar), start, 
stop. 
 The abilities include specific functionality as programs, modes and operations. The robots have several time 
dependent programs, while the conveyor has a fixed velocity and the pumps has two modes; pressurize and 
depressurize. 
4.2.  Running sequences and plant definition 
Sequence Planner connects the resources and creates operations, based on the abilities each resource has, in order 
to generate a sequence flowchart for the paint booth. The different operations constructed by SP are; call_newbody, 
start_robotprog, start_conveyor, stop_conveyor, start_pressurize and stop_pressurize. 
The intentional sequence for the paint booth, based on the operation listed above, will by pressing a start button in 
the visual interface, initiate call_body and start_conveyor to send a car body to the first presence sensor. When the 
sensor detects a positive edge, the media supply pumps will activate and start pressurizing. 
After the pressure sensor reaches 15 bar and the car body has proceed in to the painting zone in the booth, the 
robots run the right color code program for 10 seconds. When completed, the pumps start depressurizing back to 0 
bar. After the body has left the booth and triggered the last presence sensor at the conveyor, the sequence repeats itself 
by calling for a new body. This is done for all 10 bodies before the buffer is empty and the conveyor stops. 
The defined resources with their abilities and drivers are coded into Scala-scripts, compiled in SBT, a build in Scala 
compiler for Windows through the command prompt (cmd). The information in the “Ability” segment in VD is 
extracted by SP’s supporting browser widgets “ModelsWidget”, “VDTracker” and “Ability Handler” to show which 
operation is currently executing.  
The command prompt is used to monitor all data collected like a virtual event pipeline or bus. The PLC is used for 
logging and analysing this sequence data going through the HMI to show how the event pipeline can be of used for 
external applications. 
4.3.  Applying a visual framework concept in simulation 
The information from the running simulation is now reachable for other clients on the shared event pipeline. To 
make it visual and easy to comprehend, a constructed visual framework is applied, consisting of different abstraction 
levels, 4 visual interfaces and 1 non-visual. 
The abstraction levels in the framework, illustrated in Figure 3a, starts from a top view with complete overview of 
the whole paint shop, followed by the different line views to group geographically connected systems. A line area 
contains several operations, or cells, which shows the booth operation for this example, followed by each of one cell 
resources. The fundamental signal exchange between all resources on the virtual event bus is represented as the bit 
view. Each abstraction level has an intentional user to show suitable information. 
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Fig. 3. (a) Illustration of the framework of the abstraction level from Top view to Bit view with each user group; (b) A new illustration of a 
simplified paint shop with the new constructed framework concept. 
By applying the new framework on the simplified flowchart of the paint shop in Figure 1a, the allocated areas for 
abstraction levels results in a new illustration in Figure 3b. 
The abstraction levels in Figure 3a represents different areas of the production plant from a user point of view. The 
users for the top view of the plant are the management and shows production rate, factory output and current operating 
mode for all subsystems. Since the simulation just has one cell operating, the top view will only show information and 
status from that booth. Figure 4a shows the designed top view interface, similar to the production flow chart in Figure 
1a with information from indicators and pop-up messages. The interface enables the user to click at the chart to go 
down to the line view for that specific area or navigate using the option buttons. 
 
Fig. 4. (a) Top view interface of a simulated paint process, showing potential features for better understanding of the process for the whole plant; 
(b) The line view interface, showing geographically close systems for better understanding of surrounding processes and systems. 
The line view addresses a smaller division of operators or line managers, seen in Figure 4b, is showing a production 
line in the paint shop with three cells, two different paint booths with observer zones and one subsequent oven, sealed 
from operators. Interconnected systems are also present how they are geographically located in relation to the transport 
system of car bodies. Similar to the top view, relevant information is shown to the left, but adjusted for this specific 
line since only information regarding the previous and upcoming production lines are of interest. 
The cell view for the simulated concept model addresses to the operator working at that station, shown in Figure 
5a. For this example, it is designed to fully represent and visualize the dynamic behavior and signal exchange between 
the different resources defined in the simulation. In the cell view, the user can choose any of the resources to open the 
resource view to gain full access of the specific equipment parameters but is not implemented in this example. 
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Fig. 5. (a) Cell view interface of a simulated paint process, showing the running simulation in real time with visual effects for better 
understanding; (b) A sequence chart connected to the running simulation for easy understanding what currently is being executed. 
The sequence explained in Section 4.2 is described in the cell view with moving illustrations and indicators together 
with necessary information from the main operation and the interconnected systems. The cell view has an integrated 
control panel to operate and control the simulation as start, stop or acknowledge an error. A sequence chart to follow 
the control logic is implemented with additional features as sequence chart, as seen in Figure 5b. 
5. Result 
This section will present the result of the whole concept idea, including the simulation as a proof of concept, but 
also with the real-world application possibilities and features for a future implementation. 
5.1.  Integration and performance 
The results from the simulation of the concept model in Section 4 proves how a visual framework can be applied 
with the use of extracted data from a process. Using SP as a tool for handling logic enables control, optimization and 
support for external connection with other clients and application using standardized communication protocols like 
OPC UA. 
The virtual PLC used for the WinCC-project can with OPC UA listen and monitor the shared event pipeline, which 
proves how an external client can utilize the concept to either analyze or support the process with additional 
applications. 
Templates for the visual interface has been created in WinCC as a framework standard for each abstraction levels, 
which is functional to both virtual and physical systems to be implemented with the framework hierarchy. 
5.2.  Level of abstraction in the framework concept 
Each level of abstraction in the developed framework can be used if data would be extracted from any system or 
plant. Starting from the top view, instead of having several different interfaces and systems monitoring certain aspects 
of the process, one complete full overview is constructed to summarize the most important and vital information to 
the right user. 
In addition to the top view in Figure 4a, more features can be implemented, e.g. maintenance status and progress 
for current breakdowns, error predictions based on statistic, pop-up notifications from client services, energy 
consumption reports or any information that could be of interest. 
For line managers or smaller teams of workers, the line view could support and organize work on daily or weekly 
basis. In addition to the line view presented in Figure 4b, status and operating modes from interconnected system, 
maintenance reports or weekend planning can be shown to name a few. 
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The abstraction levels in Figure 3a represents different areas of the production plant from a user point of view. The 
users for the top view of the plant are the management and shows production rate, factory output and current operating 
mode for all subsystems. Since the simulation just has one cell operating, the top view will only show information and 
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1a with information from indicators and pop-up messages. The interface enables the user to click at the chart to go 
down to the line view for that specific area or navigate using the option buttons. 
 
Fig. 4. (a) Top view interface of a simulated paint process, showing potential features for better understanding of the process for the whole plant; 
(b) The line view interface, showing geographically close systems for better understanding of surrounding processes and systems. 
The line view addresses a smaller division of operators or line managers, seen in Figure 4b, is showing a production 
line in the paint shop with three cells, two different paint booths with observer zones and one subsequent oven, sealed 
from operators. Interconnected systems are also present how they are geographically located in relation to the transport 
system of car bodies. Similar to the top view, relevant information is shown to the left, but adjusted for this specific 
line since only information regarding the previous and upcoming production lines are of interest. 
The cell view for the simulated concept model addresses to the operator working at that station, shown in Figure 
5a. For this example, it is designed to fully represent and visualize the dynamic behavior and signal exchange between 
the different resources defined in the simulation. In the cell view, the user can choose any of the resources to open the 
resource view to gain full access of the specific equipment parameters but is not implemented in this example. 
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Fig. 5. (a) Cell view interface of a simulated paint process, showing the running simulation in real time with visual effects for better 
understanding; (b) A sequence chart connected to the running simulation for easy understanding what currently is being executed. 
The sequence explained in Section 4.2 is described in the cell view with moving illustrations and indicators together 
with necessary information from the main operation and the interconnected systems. The cell view has an integrated 
control panel to operate and control the simulation as start, stop or acknowledge an error. A sequence chart to follow 
the control logic is implemented with additional features as sequence chart, as seen in Figure 5b. 
5. Result 
This section will present the result of the whole concept idea, including the simulation as a proof of concept, but 
also with the real-world application possibilities and features for a future implementation. 
5.1.  Integration and performance 
The results from the simulation of the concept model in Section 4 proves how a visual framework can be applied 
with the use of extracted data from a process. Using SP as a tool for handling logic enables control, optimization and 
support for external connection with other clients and application using standardized communication protocols like 
OPC UA. 
The virtual PLC used for the WinCC-project can with OPC UA listen and monitor the shared event pipeline, which 
proves how an external client can utilize the concept to either analyze or support the process with additional 
applications. 
Templates for the visual interface has been created in WinCC as a framework standard for each abstraction levels, 
which is functional to both virtual and physical systems to be implemented with the framework hierarchy. 
5.2.  Level of abstraction in the framework concept 
Each level of abstraction in the developed framework can be used if data would be extracted from any system or 
plant. Starting from the top view, instead of having several different interfaces and systems monitoring certain aspects 
of the process, one complete full overview is constructed to summarize the most important and vital information to 
the right user. 
In addition to the top view in Figure 4a, more features can be implemented, e.g. maintenance status and progress 
for current breakdowns, error predictions based on statistic, pop-up notifications from client services, energy 
consumption reports or any information that could be of interest. 
For line managers or smaller teams of workers, the line view could support and organize work on daily or weekly 
basis. In addition to the line view presented in Figure 4b, status and operating modes from interconnected system, 
maintenance reports or weekend planning can be shown to name a few. 
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More information can be shown for the operators in the cell view, depending on the specific type of operation, vital 
information from the interconnected systems can alarm the operator or give helpful knowledge and analysis about the 
current system and sequence. 
The resource view can either have a general template interface or connect a more detailed interface from a supplier 
for any desired resource. 
5.3.  Applying the framework concept on real systems 
The bit view in this framework concept is not a visual interface as the rest of the abstraction levels, instead it 
represents the extracted data collected from all resources to be reachable and accessible on the event bus which is 
illustrated in Figure 6. 
 
Fig. 6. Final concept for real world implementation with Sequence Planner and the framework concept to extract and visualize data. 
The final concept together with Sequence Planner can be used for real world application on physical systems where 
the VD factory listen to real hardware and generating actual data to the event pipeline, accessible in the bit view to be 
distributed through the constructed framework concept in the visual interfaces. 
6. Conclusion 
It has been proven in this example that a concept framework for visualization of information in a running simulation 
with dynamics and dependencies as in a complex paint booth. It is already proven that Sequence Planner can be 
implemented on physical systems, using virtual devices and supporting clients to analyze process data and to have 
support for standardized communication protocol like OPC UA. Modeling and simulation of dynamic physics entities 
has been tested and has been proven to be possible for implementation. 
For further investigation, the concept could be implemented on a full scaled virtual preparation commissioning to 
verify its functionality with actual system logic, dynamic and well-defined operations. It can also be tested and applied 
on a real physical plant or production system with all data already accessible in a virtual cloud. 
For implementation of new production systems, it is of high importance for the investors to know exactly what 
they can get from the suppliers. The need for a solid technical requirement specification is vital in order to have a 
common understanding with the suppliers for which feature is required by the different equipment and resources to 
ensure that a compatible communication standard is used and how the data is extracted and stored. 
By making all data accessible, different clients can be implemented to improve both the process by providing 
additional features or to analyze the current process with different aspects and purposes. A flexible system can extend 
the lifespan of a plant and make future improvements easier to integrate. Since a paint shop is built to be productive 
for 20-30 years, it can no longer have yesterday’s technology since it will most likely be outperformed during its 
lifespan. 
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More information can be shown for the operators in the cell view, depending on the specific type of operation, vital 
information from the interconnected systems can alarm the operator or give helpful knowledge and analysis about the 
current system and sequence. 
The resource view can either have a general template interface or connect a more detailed interface from a supplier 
for any desired resource. 
5.3.  Applying the framework concept on real systems 
The bit view in this framework concept is not a visual interface as the rest of the abstraction levels, instead it 
represents the extracted data collected from all resources to be reachable and accessible on the event bus which is 
illustrated in Figure 6. 
 
Fig. 6. Final concept for real world implementation with Sequence Planner and the framework concept to extract and visualize data. 
The final concept together with Sequence Planner can be used for real world application on physical systems where 
the VD factory listen to real hardware and generating actual data to the event pipeline, accessible in the bit view to be 
distributed through the constructed framework concept in the visual interfaces. 
6. Conclusion 
It has been proven in this example that a concept framework for visualization of information in a running simulation 
with dynamics and dependencies as in a complex paint booth. It is already proven that Sequence Planner can be 
implemented on physical systems, using virtual devices and supporting clients to analyze process data and to have 
support for standardized communication protocol like OPC UA. Modeling and simulation of dynamic physics entities 
has been tested and has been proven to be possible for implementation. 
For further investigation, the concept could be implemented on a full scaled virtual preparation commissioning to 
verify its functionality with actual system logic, dynamic and well-defined operations. It can also be tested and applied 
on a real physical plant or production system with all data already accessible in a virtual cloud. 
For implementation of new production systems, it is of high importance for the investors to know exactly what 
they can get from the suppliers. The need for a solid technical requirement specification is vital in order to have a 
common understanding with the suppliers for which feature is required by the different equipment and resources to 
ensure that a compatible communication standard is used and how the data is extracted and stored. 
By making all data accessible, different clients can be implemented to improve both the process by providing 
additional features or to analyze the current process with different aspects and purposes. A flexible system can extend 
the lifespan of a plant and make future improvements easier to integrate. Since a paint shop is built to be productive 
for 20-30 years, it can no longer have yesterday’s technology since it will most likely be outperformed during its 
lifespan. 
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